KEY WORDS building model;data stmcture;visualization;3D city n~x:lel All.gIN, ACT New development in urban planning, city,ape, real rotate management and the like, calls for new demands for 3D city mcvlel. There are m many objects in 3D city model such as building, river, road, and so on. The building model is very imtx)rtant in 3D city model. In recent years,a lot of r~earch work almut visualization has been done. In our opinions, visualization is only a part of 3I) city model, while interactive operation about buildings is rather important as well. In order to implenmnt interactive operation (create , edit, query, etc. ) ,good data structure and model must be developed.
Introduction
In recent years, the development of 3D city model is very rapid, especially in the fields such as reconstruction of man-made objects, 3D data acquisition, 31) data structure. The generation of 3D city model is a relevant and challenging task from a practical and a .scientific point of view Is] . Recently, many approachm for constructing building model have been protx3sed. Due to the complexity of buildings, especially the roof of buildings, researchers pay attention to the data model and structure. A serial of data structures are taken into account, for example CSG, BR, TIN, Grid, TEN and hybrid structure [i,3,6,7.tt] . Up to now, many methods describing the roof of buildings are premnted. Wang X H and Gruen Is] used Consistent Labelling to part roof into several convex polygons and developed a 31) data structure based on FI)S [2] and a system (CC-GIS ) , which includes vector and raster as well as 
Data model and structure
Because of the incompleteness of buildings data in 2D GIS database, especially the information about roof, balcony, chimney and textures of every surface of buildings, appropriate data model and structure must be developed to express building model. In most cases, the interest in buildings is not only its whole body but also its surface-related information.
For example, a building can be described as a residential house which has owner, address, and has wall, roof, boundary, textures as well. In CAD/ CAM, BR and CSG are often used to store 3D model, but they are not efficient for managing large amount of 3D geometry and attribute data. Layer The roof is considered as an independent layer because of its particularity. The LC is shown in Fig. 1 .
In LC Model, the buildings can be decomposed into many basic primitives and roofs. By reason that almost all the walls of buildings are vertical, these primitives can be constructed by a closed polygon with the a~umption that every edge of polygon defines a wall, the geometry data of the primitives can be stored by the point group ( x l , Y l , x 2 , y2, " " , x , , , y,,, q , z2) in clockwise or counterclockwise direction. Where z l is the height of bottom surface and z2 is the height of top surface. At the same time,a sole symbol was assigned to the every wall surface to mark. Because of the complexity and peculiar shape of roof, the roof can be depicted with lots of triangles, which were formed by outline points and inner feature points. 
